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Overview
• Preservation v. conservation
• Humans and domestic animals as landscaping agents
• Use of heritage cattle to maximize sustainable return on land

– Timber value
– Cattle value
– Esthetics, wildlife & land value

• Importance of preserving heritage gene banks
• Small scale organic/grass fed operations produce healthier 

beef
• Cattle can convert indigestible grass and brush grown on very 

poor soils into edible protein
• Cattle make sense only in regions with large areas of poor 

soils
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Preservation v. 
Conservation

• Preservation
– Maintain the present condition of the Earth
– Humans not a part of the system
– What point in time should be preserved?

• Conservation
– Sustainable use and management of natural resources
– Renewable v. non-renewable
– Humans are a part of the natural system

• Maximum immediate return
– Non-renewable, this generation, “rape the land”
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Overview

• Consider one of the earliest known statements 
on the ecological effects of grazing
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The Parable of Ox Mountain

There once was a fine forest on Ox mountain
Near the capital of a populous country

The men came out with axes and cut down the 
trees.

Was it still a fine forest?
Yes, resting in the alternation of days and nights
Moistened by dew
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The Parable of Ox Mountain
The stumps sprouted, the trees began to grow 

again.

Then out came goats and cattle to browse on the 
young shoots

The ox mountain was stripped utterly bare

And people, seeing it stripped utterly bare
Think the Ox mountain never had any woods on it 

at all.
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The Parable of Ox Mountain

Our mind too, stripped bare like the mountain
Still cannot be without some tendency to love
But just as men with axes, cutting down the trees
Every morning
Destroy the beauty of the forest
So we, by our daily actions, destroy our right mind.

Meng-tzu, Chinese philosopher, ca. 300 BCE
(from I.A. Richards, Mencius on the Mind, 1932).
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Message ...

• Cattle are a powerful landscaping agent
– (but be careful how you graze…)
– Know your land and what it can sustain

• Ecological impact of grazing can be good or bad
• Controlled grazing

– Shape the land, but don’t strip it bare!
• Sustainability is the key
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Grazing 101

• Co-evolution of cattle and grass
– 30 million year history of browsers to grazers & open grasslands

• How cattle keep the meadows open
• What’s in it for the grass?

– Fertilizer, weeding, eliminates competition
• Grass adaptations

– lithocysts, sawtooth edges, cutting stimulates growth
• Cattle teeth adaptations

– Few teeth, leather upper plate, long molars
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2000+ years of sustainable grazing … (or what it 
might have been like…);  North Wales, UlK.
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Goal:
• Create an example of sustainable agriculture and 

conservation on 278 acres in NE Georgia:  Hudson River 
Landing Farm
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Goals:

• Past 250 years HRLF has varied between extremes:
• Open grassland – 2-5 million years
• 100% unmanaged timber (pre-1750) 
• 100% pasture/cultivated fields (1750’s to 1860’s)
• mixed pasture and unmanaged timber  (1870’s to 1980’s)
• managed timber (present)

• Keep pastures open (fescue, Bermuda, clover, wild grasses)
• Reduce brush & vines in woods and edges of pastures
• Maximize sustainable timber harvest 

– hardwood & softwood
• Maximize sustainable livestock harvest
• Raise beef in a sustainable manner as possible without 

antibiotics, pesticides, corn or feedlots
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Goals:

• Preserve heritage cattle
• Preserve at least some traditions of the “Old Southwest”

(Clark & Guice, 1996)
• Maintain some wildlife habitat (deer, turkey, squirrel, rabbit, birds)

• Sustainable natural forage operation
• Build market for natural forage beef
• Productive use of poor soil for food
• Sustainable agriculture & conservation
• Raise cattle that have only one bad day
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Pineywoods 101:
A heritage landrace

• Original Spanish stock brought to the new world in the 
earliest 1500’s 

• Common ancestor with better known Texas Longhorns
– Longhorns adapted to open plains & grassland
– Pineywoods adapted to brushy wooded areas
– Florida Cracker, Corriente of N. Mexico

• Traditional cattle of the “Old Southwest”
– Cattle culture predates new southwest by 100+ year

• Heritage, landrace -- little human breeding
• “Wild” from 1500’s to mid 1800’s
• mid 1800’s to recent isolated in large family tracts
• Disease and parasite resistant
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Pineywoods 101:
A heritage landrace

• Broad gene pool
– If genetic disease wipes out a domestic breed can re-create
– Preserve guinea “dwarf” gene

• Strains take names of families
– Broadus, Carter, Conway, Gfiffen, Hickman, Holt, etc.
– 19 remaining lines
– 6+ have gone extinct = lost genetic material
– Most recent generation selling out
– Rescue efforts to preserve (and conserve) remaining lines

• Recently fewer than 200 registered animals
• Efforts started too late with Longhorns – now in serious trouble
• Pineywoods Cattle Registry & Breeders Association
• American Livestock & Breeders Association
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Why Pineywoods?
(as landscaping tools)

• Eat anything
– Browsers as well as grazers
– Kudzu, blackberry, privet, most brush, oak leaves, 

acorns, even poison ivy!
• Dryland -- low impact

– No loafing at waterholes
– Don’t erode stream banks

• Easy care
– Disease resistant
– No need to help with calving
– Fight off predators
– Adapted for survival in hard times w/ limited food
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Why Pineywoods?
• Smart/intelligent & gentle (unless you are a coyote)
• Broad gene pool

– diversity enhances long term survivability
• Traditional cattle of the “Old Southwest”
• Tasty  --

– Professional chefs have told us Pineywoods make the best tasting beef 
they have ever eaten!

– Listed on the Slow Food Ark of Taste
– One of 10 rarest foods in America According to RAFT (Renewing 

America’s Food Traditions). 
– Chapalote corn, Chiltepin pepper, Eulachon smelt, Gulf Coast sheep, 

Java chicken, Marshall strawberry, Native American sunflower, 
Pineywoods cattle, Seminole pumpkin, White abalone
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Why Timber & Pineywoods?

• Timber a matched fit w/ Pineywoods cattle
– Forage

• Use of woodlands increases forage area for cattle
• Diversity of forage -- yearlong food supply
• Most breeds can’t take advantage of this food supply

– Landscaping agent
– Diversified return from land

• Cattle, pine, hardwood
• Annual - cattle
• 5-10 years -- timber

– Additive returns?
• Timber plus cattle greater than either one alone
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Why Timber & Pineywoods?

• Use of cattle allows better timber practice
– Focus on quality and grade v. normal mixed 

products
• Normal:  “cut the best & leave the rest”
• HRLF:  “cut the worst and leave the best for later”

– It will continue to grow and be worth even more …
– Growth will be faster & higher quality than unmanaged
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Management of Pines
• Original path -- aggressive, no cattle

– Sawtimber only
– 180-220 TPA
– SI 75-80’ -- base age 25
– 2 marked thinnings 

• 95% crop tree percentage
• Due to controlled selection, very few remaining defects (forking, rust-

disease, crook) -- trees with best canopy and leaf area remaining
– Fertilization:  N & P

• Modified path - with cattle
– Lower density 120 TPA
– Potential “clear-wood” focus

• Pruning to 25’
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Management of Pines
and Cattle
• Thin for meadows and open canopy

– Cattle graze on grass in meadows and between rows
• Cattle keep down brush & hardwoods

– Normally done by canopy
• Greater diameter growth for pines 

– Light to all sides
– Larger "Crowns" or Canopy per tree; results directly in larger 

diameters and higher product classes
• Selectively log target size of 16” to 22”

– Grade ply-logs and/or quality sawtimber
• More profitable timber crop
• Cattle as a bonus
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Management of Pines
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Management of Pines
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Management of hardwoods

• Original path -- unmanaged
• Red oak, white oak, poplar (maple, hickory, gum)
• Selectively thin and remove cull trees leaving a fairly 

solid canopy
– Look up!  (thin for crown shape)
– 80 ft2 basal area minimum
– 70-80 trees/acre

• Large older trees will continue to grow
– Goal:  grade trees (16” to 28”) for later harvest
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Management of hardwoods

• Cattle keep underbrush & vines from competing w/ 
large trees

• Increases acorn production
– Food for cattle as well as deer & turkey

• When large trees are harvested it leaves an open area
• Plan for regeneration 

– Remove cattle for 3+ years
– Allow small saplings to sprout
– Supplement with preferred species planting if needed

• Thin saplings and re-introduce cattle
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Management of hardwoods
• More profitable timber crop

– Poplar, white oak, & red oak
– Focused on grade

• 16” to 18”minimum dbh harvest specification
• 3 to 4 sides “clear” (75% to 100% grade)
• 2 - 3  16’ saw logs/stem
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Management of hardwoods
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Management of hardwoods



Open managed hardwoods
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Do Pineywoods graze in the forest??
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Conclusion

• Manage HRLF for sustainable production of 
softwood, hardwood, and cattle in a manner 
that promotes appearance, wildlife, & land 
value
– Deer+, beaver, (coyotes?), fox, squirrel, raccoon, 

opossum
– Turkey+, quail-, heron, ducks, kingfisher, song 

birds
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Next steps

• Production
• Monitor details of timber harvest to determine exact 

yield
• Monitor details of Pineywoods harvest to determine 

exact yield
• Determine if effects are additive?

– Do pineywoods + timber yield more than turning entire 
farm into timber or into pasture?
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“…there is no new thing 
under the sun.” Eccl. 1:9

“Cows and timber go hand in hand.  The cattle keep the 
thick lush undergrowth tromped and eaten down, 
letting the tender young grass get started in the 
spring.  The cattle eat the green young grass from 
around the baby trees, letting them grow.  The big 
trees offer the cattle shade in the summer and 
shelter in the winter.  See what I am getting at?”

J. P. “Print” Carter 1956 at age 75
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